PLANOX MULTIPLE
washtroughs
Made with innovative production technology

Seamlessly welded for extraordinary
standards of hygiene
With the new PLANOX product line, Franke offers functional, easy-to-clean and userfriendly multiple washtroughs that set new hygiene standards under the toughest
conditions.
The newly designed PLANOX products are seamlessly welded using an innovative
robot laser welding process, thereby giving dirt and bacteria no chance of gaining a
foothold on flat surfaces.
PLANOX guarantees optimum flexibility for designers and customers. This is ensured
with the central waste and the seven most common standard lengths. You can also
effortlessly create special lengths of up to three metres.
Combined with the Franke Water Systems taps the PLANOX washtroughs can be
designed and installed to create a complete washroom that meets any specification
or requirement.
More information is available at www.franke.com
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PLANOX MULTIPLE
washtroughs
Made with innovative production technology

The new PLANOX multiple washtroughs product line for ...
- Highest hygiene standards: seamlessly welded from the inside
- Easy and flexible planning: central waste for all seven standard and special lengths
- Attractive design: a contemporary design and a high-quality welded seam – sleek and uniform thanks
to the robot laser welding process
- Ease of cleaning: inner contours > 90°
- Excellent draining performance: optimised gradient and central waste
- Safety: rounded outer edges thanks to additional deburred welded seam
- Dry floors: lowered tap ledge to prevent splashing water
- Easy installation: keyhole fixings and integrated grounding lug
- Very user-friendly: improved storage with the wider tap ledge (80 mm) and an optimised inner shape

PLANOX product portfolio
The PLANOX multiple washtroughs are
available ex works in seven standard
lengths:

With tap ledge (PLT)*

Without tap ledge (PL)

Shelf (BXSV)

Hand towel holder (TB)

- 600 mm, 800 mm, 1200 mm,
1600 mm, 1800 mm, 2400 mm,
3000 mm
- Special lengths are also available upon
request

Optional accessories

* Also available in chromium steel
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